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Introduction
The Danish mobile library as a concrete place in a material vehicle 
has changed remarkably throughout the years. Used at the begin-
ning just as transportation from point A (main library) to point B 
(small villages in the countryside), nowadays the buses and even 
trucks are not merely bringing books to people. The modern mobile 
library is a place for sociability. At the stops of the library route 
people meet, discussing books and other materials: The bus or 
truck itself has changed from just being a transportation unit to a 
place for rest, tranquility, immersion and information. The material 
setup is meant to create an atmosphere and not merely offer a mov-
ing shelter for books.  Mobility means connecting between spaces 
but with the mobile library the place itself (the room) is moved from 
one place to another, carrying the same artefacts into a different, yet 
similar setting. 

In this article we define mobility as the possibility to move arte-
facts, people, and encounters to different locations, thus creating 
new kinds of relationships and meaning. The aim of our article is 
to be part of the “critical engagement in and through mobilities 
studies” in which “researchers are making a difference to the ways 
in which (im)mobilities are conceived of, in research, design and 
areas of public policy” (Büscher et al. 2011: 14). We want to con-
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centrate on relationships when we explore how the librarians in a 
mobile library constitute their newly learnt ways of relating better 
to young library goers. It seems to be clear from the mobility lit-
erature we have studied that empirical studies are necessary. Mo-
bility studies clearly belong to the recent practice and even mate-
rial turn (e.g. Adey 2010, Büscher et al. 2011), but the discussions 
often stay at a theoretical level. Sometimes the theoretical discus-
sion is illustrated with historical or other examples and stories 
(e.g. Urry 2007) or spiced up with private memories of mobility 
(e.g. Jensen 2006). In order to ground the practice/material turn 
even more to the everyday life, we join those mobility researchers 
who use ethnography, especially observations (cp. several articles 
in Büscher et al. 2011), and to our case, the Randers Mobile Li-
brary. As far as we know, mobile libraries have not been a focus in 
this detail in mobility research, nor in ethnography. When exam-
ining “mobile” we are not going to follow the mobile library on 
the road, but, instead, focus on what is going on at the stops of its 
route – as we deem those as sites of “crucial action” (Scollon & 
Scollon 2004): The purpose of the mobile library is to stop en route 
for citizens to visit. And not just to visit, but to dwell. So, the mo-
bile library aims at immobility (cp. Adey 2007 about airports as 
places for immobility for people on the move). As libraries are 
meant to be the emblem of democracy in providing free access 
to information, we will take democracy as a concept with us when 
zooming into the affordances of the mobile library as a place for 
good relationship making. We find these theoretical aspects about 
mobile libraries as an interesting background when we take a closer 
analysis of actual encounters.

The case
In Randers, Denmark, as almost everywhere else, libraries are part 
of state infrastructure and offer a free service to citizens. Our case 
consists of interviews and observations in Randers library that came 
from a development project during which some librarians also pro-
duced videos of their own work practices. These videos were col-
lected both on the move and at the main library of Randers, showing 
differences and similarities between the mobile library and the sta-
tionary central library.
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For the present article, we focus on the mobile libraries in Rand-
ers. A new Finnish-built mobile library was taken into use in Janu-
ary 2009. In a press release, the words that also appear on the bus, 
Think, Meet, Notice, are repeated. The rationale is that ”the library is 
the basis for democracy, with free and equal access to information, 
experiences and knowledge that citizens have to get wherever they 
live”. In the same press release the new design of the mobile li-
brary is hailed: ”Goodbye to the traditional heavy, dark and closed-
up mobile library with loads of book backs; hello to a modern mo-
bile library with light, air, fantasy and book covers” (Press release 
19.1.2009, our translations).

The project where the video data comes from is called “Meaning-
ful Relationships” (Andresen 2011). Randers Children’s Library has, 
in cooperation with libraries from the surrounding municipalities, 
worked to establish better relationships between librarians and chil-
dren or young people. The focus is on how to develop closeness and 
how the librarian can become a meaningful part of a child’s world. 
At the same time, the librarians develop certain activity projects that 
explore further how it is possible to enhance being together with 
various groups of youngsters and children. 

The focus on close and dyadic relations is due to the fact that the 
libraries’ task as mediator of culture and society is seen to be real-
ized in those relations. So, from five to ten libraries around Randers 
have started a specific project about good communication with cli-
ents (a topic which surprisingly is not part of library education in 
Denmark). The Danish libraries not only have to collect and man-
age materials and everything that is published in writing. As mu-
nicipalities and counties are in the process of closing an increasing 
number of town halls and citizen service stations, libraries have to 
take upon many of their tasks. Thus it is the librarians’ task to help 
citizens when they, for instance, have to contact the municipality or 
state via Internet. How much they have to do this kind of work var-
ies from municipality to municipality, depending on how many 
citizen service stations the municipality in question has shut down 
(Jensen & Buchhave 2009).

At the same time, the library is one of the last regular free places 
for children and young people. They can be there without having 
to fulfil requirements for learning or being somehow disciplined. 
Progressively more children’s libraries allow the borrowers to 
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play, use mobile phones, and play computer and platform games 
(Jensen & Buchhave 2009), all this without demanding payment 
or some kind of educational focus. However, exactly because of 
this freedom, the library has a good possibility to enhance the 
kind of learning that comes from knowing the materials. This 
possibility is often offered in the form of reading or gaming clubs 
where librarians present books and games to children and en-
courage them to deepen their knowledge of the various available 
resource materials.

Relation to mobility studies
In Adey’s (2010) understanding of mobility, Meanings, Politics, 
Practices and Mediations are central. The new mobile library clear-
ly seems to want to convey new Meanings. With meanings Adey 
wants to emphasize that mobility never is pure movement, but 
movement is always interpreted in a certain context. A mobile li-
brary is always “a visit from the centre”, thereby constituting the 
mobile library stop as part of periphery, both geographically and 
figuratively (cp. Burke 1992). It seems to be the case that the recent 
updates of mobile libraries not only want to challenge the pre-
sumed lesser status of mobile libraries but they also want to renew 
the identity of the mobile library goers: It is not just the (maybe 
poor) elderly, disabled and families with children that have to use 
the “secondary” mobile services – now anybody should be willing 
to experience the air and lightness of a mobile library. In the pre-
sent paper, we want to see what is going on in the mobile library 
and interpret those, especially how the participants’ interpreted 
the situation, on the basis of close analysis of the video data: Mean-
ings (and contexts) emerge inductively from data.

All libraries, inclusive mobile ones, should be sources of knowl-
edge and information. It is this democratic ideal that makes mo-
bile libraries part of (welfare) Politics. As for Practices, the mobile 
libraries are also sites in which there has been an increasing focus 
on communication with children and youngsters. As mentioned 
above, the librarians working with children have taken a course 
on that. The mobile library can be regarded as a Mediating part of 
the main library; the books and other items are always carried on 
loan from there. The mobile library connects the library to the bor-
rower and for the borrower: Mediation compresses the time to a 
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scheduled stopping time and the space to a miniature model of 
the library (cf. Adey 2010: 198); the main library is related to the 
mobile library as a closest mooring, as a relationship that is “solid, 
static and immobile” (Adey 2010: 20).

Still at this general level, we want to turn to another recent pub-
lication on mobility studies (by Büscher et al. 2011) to see how mo-
bile libraries could be placed in relation to what these authors find 
central for mobility: First of all, with its scheduled appearances, a 
mobile library is constitutive of a mobility system in which people, 
objects, information and ideas come together. The library itself, the 
library goers and librarians all travel and they all are temporarily 
stationary. One important feature, as stressed by the course on com-
munication just mentioned, is how the face-to-face encounters take 
place between library goers and librarians. In our empirical analy-
sis we explore how the intimate knowledge about the library-goers 
in a mobile library gets constituted. 

The new mobile library in Randers is emulating as best as it can 
the stationary library buildings. The “what is a library” (as a mate-
rial environment, as services, and so on) is “copied”/remediated/
translated. Though the press release claims that there is “light, air, 
fantasy and book covers” in the mobile library, it does not claim 
that there is space – the size will be that of a bus, the visitors have to 
do their business in a much more cramped space. The mobility of 
the library also means that the library is open for a considerably 
shorter time than is the immobile library. We could, in fact, talk 
about stopping hours (or minutes), rather than opening hours.

In this motile limited space, the library-goers have to be much 
more disciplined than in the big library. Also, the librarian is “on 
stage” practically all the time; it is only when travelling to the next 
stop that he or she can relax away from the gaze of the library cus-
tomers. It is very hard to avoid encountering a librarian in a mobile 
library – at least an exchange of greetings takes place –, whereas in 
a main library they normally have to be approached by the library-
goer for a contact.

So, it could be claimed that the democratic ideal of information 
and services is a bit truncated as there is no time, nor space for im-
mersion, not to speak of any club activities that only take place in 
the main library. We can, therefore, ask: Is democracy best served 
by central, static institutions?
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Analytical considerations
In trying to cover relevant aspects of mobility studies, Büscher &al 
state (2011: 14):

“It is not just about how people make knowledge of the 
world, but how they physically and socially make the 
world through the ways they move and mobilise people, 
objects, information and ideas.”

It is this constitutive approach that we, too, want to turn to now. In 
other words, we want to go from political statements to the every-
day world. How do (or do) so called “big D” (political, media, edu-
cational, etc.) discourses like “the library is the basis for democracy, 
with free and equal access to information, experience and knowl-
edge that citizens have to get wherever they live” relate to what is 
going on in a mobile library? Is there a connection between the big D 
press release statement by a politician and what the librarian said 
one afternoon in a mobile library to a little girl (“I have something 
for you”)? One way to explore the possible connection between 
abstract policies and everyday practices is to use nexus analysis 
(Scollon & Scollon 2004), an ethnographic approach to investigat-
ing practices. (Also Ole B. Jensen in his article from 2006 turns to 
Goffman and Simmel – and the Scollons -- to ”connect the global 
flows to the everyday level of social practice” (2006: 145).) In NA, 
actions are always social and mediated, they are always executed 
with mediational means (cultural tools, meaningful elements) and 
by social actors that have learnt to do the actions in certain ways 
because of their life history (that is, part of a certain family, culture, 
institution etc.).  So, the focus is on concrete social actions or sites 
of engagement that are done by people with certain “historical 
bodies”, certain life experiences; the actions are done in Goffma-
nian interaction orders (for example, you might be doing some-
thing alone, in a “with” or as part of a larger group); and in dis-
courses in place, that is, in concrete material circumstances out of 
which meaningful elements are lifted up (or ignored) to be able to 
accomplish an action. The graph in Figure 1 with its discourse cy-
cles (or discourse itineraries) attempts at showing how any social 
practice is at the same time a repetition of something familiar and 
has a possibility for change. 

Figure 1. The analytical task of 
nexus analysis
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This focus on here-and-now qualities of the central, immobile phas-
es in the mobile library’s route, resonates well with Büscher et al’s 
(2011: 14) point on “how [people] physically and socially make the 
world through the ways they move and mobilise people, objects, 
information and ideas.” Also, with a mobile library, the cyclic na-
ture of the action is clear. For instance, the scheduled stopping 
hours also mean that a library-goer collects books not when the li-
brary gets them (like in the main library) but when the mobile li-
brary arrives next time. In spite of concentrating on the here-and-
now, nexus analysis wants to understand how the “big D” societal 
questions either shape or are shaped by the local accomplishment 
of action. So, democracy should also be found within them.

We also believe in claims that all movements of people, objects 
and ideas are transformations. What does change and why in a 
mobile library? In the following, we shall explore that and use nex-
us analysis to make sense of our empirical materials. Some materi-
als show anticipatory if not instructive discourses: What should pre-
ferrably take place in the library. There are direct quotations from 
interviews or the videos that one librarian made for the course on 
better communication skills.

Analysis
We can start with two types of instructions that seem to be impor-
tant in the case of Randers: 1) the instruction to think/meet/no-
tice that the mobile library has on the bus itself, and 2) the course 
that the librarians who work with children and youth have taken 
on meaningful relationships.

We now turn to finding out more about how these two types of 
instructions are present in our empirical materials. We will mostly 
be concentrating on video clips that one librarian has kindly given 
to us. We can see from most of them that they are staged in the sense 
that at the beginning the librarian asks the children or young people 
to restart the action they would be doing anyway, so that he can 
have it recorded for him. We will present some of the questions 
nexus analysis recommends.

To find out about the historical bodies, that is, past experiences of 
the librarians and library goers, we have interviews and other em-
pirical materials to resort to. We know that the librarians have taken 
the course on meaningful relationships “to create an emotional and 
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relational basis for growth such that children can enjoy the chil-
dren’s library both as beings and as becomings” (course website).

So, the participants in the (mobile) library encounters are the 
librarians taking a course on good communication skills and chil-
dren (with parents) that are familiar with the practice of visiting 
libraries. A librarian tells in an interview about a family that would 
come to the late hour stop with the kids ready for bed – the library 
is treated almost like an extension to home instead of using it as a 
“dumping place” for children or as a special library visiting occa-
sion (Roed 2006).

Let us now explore the materials we have about how the mobile 
library and its semiotic aggregates are being used as a meaningful 
space. From the photo in Figure 2 we can get an idea about the size. 

Our first example comes from when a librarian and a youngster 
are close to each other at the mobile library desk, the height of which 
is better suited to a child. The boy is following very closely all the 
professional movements of the librarian who – as part of the course 
on good communication – is explaining all the time what he is do-
ing. At one point the librarian types on the screen to order a book. 
The boy monitors him and notices a typo. He points at the screen 
and says “that is misspelt”. 

In another encounter with a small girl and her mother (see Fig-
ure 2), the librarian explains: “I actually think that I have some (.) 
fine books with me for you today”. The books are not just referred 
to (e.g. ‘here’s a nice book’) but they are oriented to as being a re-
sult of special work and that work is part of the fact that this is a 
visit (“today”, “with me” constituting the ’I’m on a visit’ aspect of 
the mobile library). When the librarian a bit later processes some 
reserved books at the computer desk, he finds them immediately 
to his left hand side. However, as he is meant to be explaining all 
the time what he is doing, he goes “I’ll just go and find them”. In 
doing that, the librarian uses ways of talking from the big library, 
thus showing that he is in ethnomethodological terms “doing be-
ing a relational librarian” (something they were taught as part of 
the course on good communication) that also works in a big library 
– there is a mismatch between talking and acting.

The bus also has computers to play with and this can cause con-
flicts of interest as happened between three brothers who ended up 
having a loud fight (and who apparently demanded the services of 

Figure 2. Using mobile library 
(still from video collected by 
Jørgen Ledet)
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the librarian also in a loud manner). So, the experiences that a little 
space offers might be of negative kind, too. The librarians have dur-
ing the course been taught how to have a “difficult conversation” 
and this indeed does take place. The librarian has the conversation 
mostly with the eldest of the brothers who is sitting at a computer, 
but involves another brother who is moving back and forth in the 
discussion, too. The librarian leans on the computer table, thus 
coming physically closer to the boy being primarily talked to and 
maybe also conveying a relaxed but strict atmosphere. He calmly 
goes through the rules of the game, explaining why there should be 
15 minutes slots so that there would not be “shouting in the bus” 
and also explaining how and when they should call upon a librari-
an. So, he talks about rules around a computer gadget in the library.

The calm and – also embodiedly – friendly “telling off” seems to 
work well, and the boy shows his interpretation of it as a dialogue 
rather than a one-way adult-child interaction. In fact, after the li-
brarian says that it is not OK to shout in the bus or shout after him, 
the boy repeats “one musn’t shout”. The librarian also mentions 
the smaller brother as an example of one who cannot wait for the 
librarian but shouts loudly after him. He states to the boy that “we 
are going to teach him that [how to behave] don’t you think so”. 
The librarian seems in fact to have gotten the message through (the 
boy also nods and acknowledges what he hears with mm’ms). 
When the librarian makes what he has talked about in the abstract 
more concrete by saying (and pointing at “here”): “you understand 
now that when you see that I’m serving down here, then you wait 
a bit”. After this, he explains, that “it sometimes happens with 
adults that they forget a bit (Boy: “mm-m”). Then one has to go 
and say to them it has to happen now, right?” After this the librar-
ian does a typical “closing off”: he lists the main points he has said, 
and finishes: “so I think it’ll go really well”. The boy agrees and is 
about to say something (“yes because”) when the librarian over-
laps by adding a comment that he wishes the Internet will be there, 
too. After this he asks the boy if he wants to ask something: “was 
there something you want to ask about?”  The boy, sitting stiff, says 
“It’s just that children have a better memory than: adults”. The li-
brarian agrees that they do and turns the topic back to library prac-
tices and how children sometimes might get ignored if there are 
adults present.
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 We went through this episode because it shows how the librari-
an succeeds in physically and socially making the world – this time cre-
ating physical and social closeness through certain techniques (and 
because of the limited space of the bus). The instructions on how to 
behave are given both in the abstract and in mobilising through 
pointing at certain places in the bus’ interior to exemplify concrete 
actions. The boy seems to understand the situation as one of learn-
ing and even knowledge sharing. Again, like in our first example 
where the boy was correcting a typo, a young library goer is in-
cluded and involved to the extent that they start behaving in some-
how equal terms. What was mentioned maybe as a typical adult way 
of talking to a child “it sometimes happens that adults forget a bit” 
(that makes the forgetting understandable, a general feature of 
adults, or all the librarians instead of, for example saying ‘if I seem 
to have forgotten you, then...’). The boy builds on that and contrib-
utes to the discussion with a bit of information “It’s just that chil-
dren have a better memory than: adults”. It is a totally unmitigated 
(and perhaps strange, that is, out of place) and an almost scientific 
explanation compared to the “child-talk” about sometimes forget-
ting. However, it shows that the boy is a willing participant in the 
dialogue – and on equal terms.

Our last example comes from a short encounter with a young 
woman who returns a book and asks about reserved books. She 
does that in very general terms “if one has reserved a book”. The li-
brarian uses the screen with information about the girl’s reserva-
tions and quotes the book titles to the girl, pointing at the screen. He 
is doing a bit extra, reading aloud the titles of the books that she has 
on loan and the dates they should be returned. One of them is called 
“You know you love me”. The librarian reads the title a bit slower, as 
if he could not quite make out what it’s saying on the screen. There 
are no other customers visible in the bus. We were wondering 
whether the teenager would have felt embarrassed should there 
have been others to listen to the titles of the books she has borrowed. 
So, the privacy of the borrower can be challenged in the small space 
of a mobile library.

Conclusion
We are very humble in our conclusions about looking at these vid-
eos and acknowledge that more data analysis is needed. However, 
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we can start making some tentative claims that counter the idea of 
big, stable libraries with enormous amounts of materials being 
necessarily better places for the ideal of democracy and sociabili-
ty. The mobile library is a trans-port – it moves books, ideas, ide-
ologies, librarians through a scheduled route. When stopping, it 
opens its doors to encounters that are much more intimate than 
those in the main library: the librarian gets to know the library-
goers; the space is cramped so the encounters are fairly immobile, 
there’s more turning to than walking to. The children that go to the 
library not only get to know and find books and other lendables 
(and the work that goes to them being there), they also get instruc-
tions on how to behave. 

The aim of many main libraries has become to emulate a living 
room. In mobile libraries the home-like atmosphere is almost una-
voidable: Not only do you know where everybody else is, the kids 
are taught everyday ethics and norms of how certain library prac-
tices should be undertaken. It is in these practices they learn how to 
“think, meet and notice” – and, most importantly, how fellow citi-
zens should be involved in these activities. The librarian in the vid-
eos analysed was taking a course on how to make contact with 
young people. He seems to be very successful in his ability to engage 
with the young library goers. The analysis shows that this kind of 
affect work (that respectful attention also could be called) seems to 
create a feeling of equality that could be regarded as big a victory for 
democracy as having read all the possible standpoints about it (or 
about anything else for that matter). The big D or democratic ideal is 
in the little d’s of dialogue and doing.  So, democracy is not “just 
about how people make knowledge of the world”, it also is about 
how to become other-oriented citizens that “physically and socially 
make the world through the ways they move and mobilise people, 
objects, information and ideas” (Büscher et al. 2011: 14). 
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